




FEATURES
Our vivariums & cabinets display a variety of features which make them stand out from the rest. 
Look out for the symbols below on each page of our brochure to see which features each product includes:

TOUGHENED GLASS
All the glass used in our vivariums is toughened to BS6206A kite marked standards. This means it has up to 5 times 
its original strength and, if broken, the glass breaks into small blunt fragments. Normal plate glass, if damaged, breaks 
into sharp long shards. As the glass is used as sliding glass doors it is crucial that only safety glass is used to prevent 
serious injury. We aim to conform to BS EN 14072:2003 for glass used along with furniture.

VENTILATION
Each vivarium contains the correct number of vents to provide optimum temperature and humidity levels. 65mm 
circular vents are positioned at both the top and bottom of the back panel allowing a steady flow of air throughout the 
vivarium. Each vent contains a plentiful number of holes which are big enough to allow air to flow in and out, but small 
enough to prevent live foods from escaping.  

FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL
All our timber comes from recycled sources or FSC sustainable forests.  The FSC product label allows consumers 
worldwide to recognise products that support the growth of responsible forest management worldwide.  
Environmentally appropriate forest management ensures that the harvest of timber and non-timber products maintains 
the forest’s biodiversity, productivity and ecological processes.

EASY TO ASSEMBLE
All units are designed with as few parts as possible for quick and easy assembly.

SOLID BACK
We believe that 3mm hardboard is not suitable for a professional vivarium. Its low compression structure and paint or 
foil surface means a very short product lifespan. This is why we use the same robust board for all panels. When sealed, 
our construction lasts many years longer than cheaper competitors. After all our panels are 5 times thicker!

CABLE ACCESS POINTS
Outlet points have been formed in the edge of the back panel for cable management. Any size of plug or fitting can 
easily pass through prior to securing the lid. To remove cables or replace, simply loosen the cams and lift the lid. Cable 
access points are located at each end, along the top. Either point can be easily closed with silicone if not required.

DEEPER
If your reptiles require lots of floor space to move around, look out for our vivariums with this feature displayed. All of 
these vivariums have a depth of at least 47cm, giving your reptile plenty of room to stretch out.  

ELLMAU BEECH
This classic favourite is a popular choice for many modern interiors. The warm yellow tones in 
Ellmau Beech help brighten up any household, perfect for hobbyists with an eye for design.

TOBACCO WALNUT
Elegant and timeless, Tobacco Walnut reflects the latest interior design trends with its dark warm 
undertones. This woodgrain is highly regarded for its subtle sophistication.

LIGHT WINCHESTER OAK
For a more traditional look why not try Winchester Oak, a natural looking decor with distinctive 
characteristics. With its knots and swirling grain, this colour looks great against any background.

All codes and images correct at time of going to press. Please enquire for full and up to date information.  



The standard VX ‘terrestrial’ vivariums are available in 3 different sizes and 3 different colours, all 47 cm deep and 52.5 cm tall. 
These vivariums are suitable for most common reptiles which require plenty of ground space. Each vivarium has a matching CX
cabinet to help lift the vivarium up and really make it look like a piece of furniture.

VX VIVARIUMS & CX CABINETS



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

VX 24 Vivarium (2 vents) PT3900 PT3901 PT3902

VX 36 Vivarium (4 vents) PT3903 PT3904 PT3905

VX 48 Vivarium (5 vents) PT3906 PT3907 PT3908

CX 24 Cabinet PT3909 PT3910 PT3911

CX 36 Cabinet PT3912 PT3913 PT3914

CX 48 Cabinet PT3915 PT3916 PT3917

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS



The LX vivariums are our ‘small terrestrial’ range. Suitable for reptiles which need less space. These vivariums all measure 
37.5 cm deep and 40.5 cm high, making them particularly suitable for smaller households. 

LX VIVARIUMS



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

LX 24 Vivarium (2 vents) PT3918 PT3919 PT3920

LX 36 Vivarium (3 vents) PT3921 PT3922 PT3923

LX 48 Vivarium (4 vents) PT3924 PT3925 PT3926

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATIONEASY TO
ASSEMBLE

TOUGHENED EASY TO VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

FOREST SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS



Our ‘arboreal’ AX vivariums are designed specifically for reptiles which like to climb. They provide plenty of height and come in 3 
different sizes. A CAX cabinet is also available for each vivarium. 

AX VIVARIUMS & CAX CABINETS



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

AX 24 Vivarium (8 vents) PT3927 PT3928 PT3929

AX 36 Vivarium (10 vents) PT3930 PT3931 PT3932

AX 48 Vivarium (16 vents) PT3933 PT3934 PT3935

CAX 24 Cabinet PT3936 PT3937 PT3938

CAX 36 Cabinet PT3939 PT3940 PT3941

CAX 48 Cabinet PT3942 PT3943 PT3944CAX 48 Cabinet PT3942 PT3943 PT3944

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS



If you have more than one reptile, why not split your AX vivarium into two separate habitats using our new AX divider. This wooden 
panel attaches inside the vivarium behind the centre rail, creating two habitats, one terrestrial and the other arboreal.

AX DIVIDERS



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

AX 24 Divider PT3945 - -

AX 36 Divider PT3948 - -

AX 48 Divider PT3951 - -

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS



The EX range are the ‘large terrestrial’ vivariums. These are suitable for bigger reptiles which need plenty of floor space to move 
around. They are deeper than the standard VX range and come in 122 cm. A CEX cabinet is available, giving plentiful storage 
space for all your vivarium related products.

EX VIVARIUMS & CEX CABINETS



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

EX 48 Vivarium (5 vents) PT3954 PT3955 PT3956

CEX 55 Cabinet PT3958 PT3959 PT3960

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS



91.5 cm long vivarium modules which join together to make a vivarium as long as you please. As well as being the perfect solution 
to creating a large vivarium, it also has the added benefit of being able to extend as your reptile grows.

MODX VIVARIUMS



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

MODX 24 Main (4 vents) - - PT3963

MODX 24 Extension (4 vents) - - PT3966

MODX 36 Main (4 vents) - - PT3967

MODX 36 Extension (4 vents) - - PT3968

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS



Provides a permanent home for up to 2 adult bearded dragons.

This stunning habitat set includes Exo Terra heating and lighting equipment to simulate the natural desert conditions that bearded 
dragons need to thrive. Matching cabinet is available to buy separate

Bearded Dragon Habitat



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

Bearded Dragon Habitat - - PT3856

Bearded Dragon Cabinet - - PT2637

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS

115CM

45CM

45CM

80CM

Contents: 
1 x Vivarium
1 x Exo Terra Glo Light 
1 x Exo Terra Repti Glo 2%  
1 x Exo Terra Repti Glo 10% 
1 X Fluorescent Bulbs 30W 
2 x Exo Terra Digital Thermometers 
1 x Exo Terra T8 Ballast Unit 30W 
1 x Exo Terra Sun Glo 
1 x Basking Lamp 100W Matching 

6 Sheets: (3) 25 x 56cm sheets and (3) 19 x 56cm sheets
Replacement Sand Sheets for the VivExotic Bearded Dragon 
habitat
Pre-cut self adhesive sheets
PT2581

6 x
Sheets

Per Pack



Provides a permanent home for up to 2 adult leopard geckos
This stunning habitat set contains all the essential lighting equipment to create an ideal habitat for Leopard Geckos.

Leopard Gecko Habitat



Product Winchester Oak Tobacco Walnut Ellmau Beech

Leopard Gecko Habitat - - PT2697

TOUGHENED 
GLASS

VENTILATION FOREST 
STEWARDSHIP

COUNCIL

VENTILATION FOREST EASY TO
ASSEMBLE

DEEPER SOLID BACK CABLE
ACCESS POINTS

54CM

33CM

37CM

Contents: 
1 x Vivarium
1 x Exo Terra Glo Light 
1 x Exo Terra Basking Lamp  
1 x Exo Terra Heat Rock
1 x Exo Terra Digital Thermometer 
1 x Exo Terra Dial Thermometer 
1 x Exo Terra Hide Out Cave



Our vivariums can be stacked on top of one another, providing increased housing for reptile enthusiasts and retailers. 
To help lift the vivariums off the ground, we supply stylish silver feet which easily attach to the underside of the vivarium. 

STACKING & SHOPFITTING
Our vivariums can be stacked on top of one another, providing increased housing for reptile enthusiasts and retailers. Our vivariums can be stacked on top of one another, providing increased housing for reptile enthusiasts and retailers. 
To help lift the vivariums off the ground, we supply stylish silver feet which easily attach to the underside of the vivarium. To help lift the vivariums off the ground, we supply stylish silver feet which easily attach to the underside of the vivarium. 

STACKING & SHOPFITTINGSTACKING & SHOPFITTING

We recommend you use the following number 
of feet on each of our vivariums:     

4 FEET - VX24, AX24, LX24 & LX36 
6 FEET - VX36, VX48, AX36, LX48, MODX24 
8 FEET - EX48, EX55, AX48, MODX36

2 Pack feet for stacking PT3969

L 38 x D 38 x H 80 mm
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